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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS OFFERS MICROBAN® PROTECTION IN SELECT LIQUID AND POWDER FINISHES

Sherwin-Williams has collaborated with Microban® International to provide an added level of antimicrobial protection in select qualities of liquid and powder coatings. Our dedication to innovation in coatings continues with the availability of Microban® antimicrobial product protection. General finishers and OEMs can now provide their customers with an extraordinary antimicrobial protection against stain and odor-causing bacteria on the surface of their coatings.

24/7 PROTECTION: HOW IT WORKS

Microban® antimicrobial protection is infused into Sherwin-Williams products to inhibit the growth of stain and odor-causing bacteria that may affect the surface of the coating. Microbes multiply quickly on unprotected surfaces. Microban® protection works to disrupt key bacterial cell functions, which mitigates microbes from growing or reproducing. Unlike surface disinfectants, which temporarily eliminate microbes from the surface of the coating, Microban® technology is designed to work 24/7. It protects the finish from the growth of microorganisms such as bacteria that may cause odors, stains or discoloration of the painted surface, or may cause deterioration of the physical properties of the coating.

LASTING PERFORMANCE BACKED BY AN INDUSTRY LEADER

The latest coating technologies combined with Microban® technology provide your products with protection that exceeds other conventional finishes — extending the longevity, integrity and aesthetic beauty of your products. With a large North American distribution platform, expert on-site technical support, and the benefit of value-added services like design engineering and customized finish development, Sherwin-Williams provides a complete finishing solution. Microban® antimicrobial protection helps keep Sherwin-Williams coatings cleaner for longer.

*Microban technology is not designed to replace normal cleaning practices.

LIQUID FOR PLASTICS AND METAL

• KEM Aqua® 600
• Polane® 1.0 VOC
• Polane® 2.8T Plus
• Polane® 8910
• Polane® B
• Polane® T
• Production Bake Enamel

POWDER

• Powdura® Hybrid Smooth/Texture
• Powdura® TGIC Polyester Smooth/Texture
• Powdura® Urethane Smooth/Texture

At Sherwin-Williams, we think about coatings differently, continuously seeking the perfect solution to help your products win over your customers. Whether you need the most rugged and protective coating, a technical expert to provide answers and hands-on support, consistently perfect color at just the right gloss, or a custom solution created just for you — we are here to help. We are Sherwin-Williams General Industrial Coatings, and we are obsessed with giving you the competitive edge.
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